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fast new rekha raymond take it down all the way 2 did anyone like to ask any question? k1l_, not in here, please OerHeks:
sorry. !ask Please don't ask to ask a question, simply ask the question (all on ONE line and in the channel, so that others can read
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and follow it easily). If anyone knows the answer they will most likely reply. :-) See also!patience reisio, problem is we're not
install people, we are already accousticated to a certain point. And that point is always full of people that do not care to share,
but ask instead to jump the line younder: you're not wrong, but people are people and the "system" doesn't change that if a
greater number of people are willing to share, they'll be able to share if a greater number of people have little interest in sharing,
they'll stay mostly hidden until people stop asking until people stop asking, the system doesn't change, and the more people you
have that care, the less useful it is, but it doesn't mean it's useless younder, maybe that saturday package thingy, or canonical's
website... the point is you can only get as much out of the system as the people who already care enough to interact with it it is a
system, and systems work best when people interact with them, but if you want more people to interact, you can always try
harder to get more people to interact and the people that are already sharing are the ones that don't care about sharing, they are
the ones that are invisible to the rest of us, they're those that would be engaging with the system regardless, and they are the ones
who are making it work Should I be running the latest ubuntu-server 14.04 (and should I be doing so via LTS)? 82157476af
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